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7. Усклађеност одредаба прописа са одредбама прописа ЕУ
а)
а1)
б)
б1)
в)
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д)
ђ)
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Садржина одредбе
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(члан, став, тачка)
Садржина одредбе
Усклађеност одредбе прописа са одредбом прописа ЕУ (потпуно усклађено, делимично усклађено, неусклађено, непреносиво)
Разлози за делимичну усклађеност, неусклађеност или непреносивост
Предвиђени датум за постизање потпуне усклађености
Напомена о усклађености прописа са прописима ЕУ
First principle

A common vocational training policy means a coherent and progressive common action which entails that each Member State shall draw up programmes and shall ensure that these are put into effect in accordance with the general principles contained in this Decision and with the resulting measures taken to apply them.
The general principles must enable every person to receive adequate training, with due regard for freedom of choice of occupation, place of training and place of work.
These general principles must deal with the training of young persons and adults who might be or already are employed in posts up to supervisory level.
It shall be the responsibility of the Member States and the competent institutions of the Community to apply such general principles within the framework of the Treaty.
Глава IV
упис ученика и одраслих

материја уређена и другим законима


Second principle
The common vocational training policy shall have the following fundamental objectives:
(a) To bring about conditions that will guarantee adequate vocational training for all;
(b) To organise in due course suitable training facilities to supply the labour forces required in the different sectors of economic activity;
(c) To broaden vocational training on the basis of a general education, to an extent sufficient to encourage the harmonious development of the personality and to meet requirements arising from technical progress, new methods of production and social and economic developments;
(d) To enable every person to acquire the technical knowledge and skill necessary to pursue a given occupation and to reach the highest possible level of training, whilst encouraging, particularly as regards young persons, intellectual and physical advancement, civic education and physical development;
(e) To avoid any harmful interruption either between completion of general education and commencement of vocational training or during the latter;
(f) To promote basic and advanced vocational training and, where appropriate, retraining, suitable for the various stages of working life;
(g) To offer to every person, according to his inclinations and capabilities, working knowledge and experience, and by means of permanent facilities for vocational advancement, the opportunity to gain promotion or to receive instruction for a new and higher level of activity;
(h) To relate closely the different forms of vocational training to the various sectors of the economy so that, on the one hand, vocational training best meets both the needs of the economy and the interests of the trainees and, on the other hand, problems presented by vocational training receive the attention which they deserve in business and professional circles everywhere.
Глава I
Основне одредбе
циљеви, општи исходи и делатност средњег образовања и васпитања и врсте школа

материја уређена и другим законима


Third principle
When the common vocational training policy is put into operation, special importance shall be attached:
- to forecasts and estimates, at both national and Community levels, of the quantitative and qualitative requirements of workers in the various productive activities;
- to a permanent system of information and guidance or vocational advice, for young people and adults, based on the knowledge of individual capabilities, training facilities and employment opportunities, operating in close co-operation with the productive and distributive sectors of the economy, vocational training services and schools;
- to the opportunity for every person to have recourse to the system provided for above at any time before choosing his occupation, during his vocational training and throughout his working life.



није предмет овог закона


     Fourth principle
In conformity with these general principles and in order to attain the objectives stated therein, the Commission may propose to the Council or to the Member States, under the Treaty, such appropriate measures as may appear to be necessary.
Moreover, in close co-operation with the Member States, the Commission shall carry out any studies and research in the field of vocational training which will ensure attainment of a common policy, in particular with a view to promoting employment facilities and the geographical and occupational mobility of workers within the Community.
Furthermore, it shall draw up a list of training facilities in the Member States and compare them with existing requirements with a view to determining what actions to recommend to the Member States, indicating an order of priority where necessary; should the occasion arise, it shall encourage the conclusion of bilateral or multilateral agreements.
The Commission shall follow the development of such measures, compare the results thereof and bring them to the notice of the Member States.
When carrying out the tasks assigned to it in the field of vocational training, the Commission shall be assisted by a tripartite advisory committee, whose composition and rules shall be laid down by the Council after receiving the Opinion of the Commission.



није предмет овог закона


Fifth principle
In order to promote a wider knowledge of all the facts and publications concerning the state and development of vocational training within the Community, and to help keep current teaching methods up to date, the Commission shall take all suitable steps to collect, distribute and exchange any useful information, literature and teaching material among the Member States. It shall ensure in particular the systematic distribution of literature relating to innovations already in use or to be introduced. For their part, the Member States shall give the Commission all the necessary help and support to carry out these various tasks and, in particular, shall provide any useful information concerning the present state and development of national systems of vocational training.



није предмет овог закона


Sixth principle
In co-operation with the Member States, the Commission shall encourage such direct exchanges of experience in the field of vocational training as are likely to enable the services responsible for vocational training and specialists in such field to acquaint themselves with and study the achievements and new developments in the other countries of the Community in matters of vocational training.
Such exchanges shall be brought about in particular by means of study seminars and by programmes of visits and stays at vocational training institutions.



није предмет овог закона


Seventh principle
The suitable training of teachers and instructors, whose numbers should be increased and whose technical and teaching skills should be developed, shall be one of the basic factors of any effective vocational training policy.
Member States shall, with the assistance of the Commission where necessary, encourage any measures which are likely to contribute to the improvement and development of such training, in particular measures to ensure a continuing adjustment to progress in the economic and technical fields.
The training of instructors recruited among specially qualified workers shall be encouraged. Harmonisation of instructor training shall be sought; all exchanges of experience and other similar appropriate means, and in particular those mentioned in the Sixth Principle, may be used towards such harmonisation.
Special measures shall be taken in the Community countries to promote the basic training and advanced training of teachers and instructors for work in the less favoured regions of the Community and in developing States and territories, in particular those associated with the Community.



није предмет овог закона


Eighth principle
The common vocational training policy must, in particular, be so framed as to enable levels of training to be harmonised progressively.
In co-operation with the Member States the Commission shall, according to requirements, draw up in respect of the various occupations which call for specific training a standardised description of the basic qualifications required at various levels of training.
On this basis, harmonisation of the standards required for success in final examinations should be sought, with a view to the mutual recognition of certificates and other documents confirming completion of vocational training;
The Member States and the Commission shall encourage the holding of European competitions and examinations.
Глава V и глава VII
испити за завршетак одређеног нивоа образовања и признавање

материја регулисана и другим прописима


Ninth principle
In order to contribute to the achievement of an overall balance between the supply of and demand for labour within the Community, and taking into account the forecasts made for this purpose, the Member States and the Commission may co-operate in taking adequate steps, in particular when drawing up suitable training programmes.
Such steps and programmes must aim at the rapid training of adults and vocational retraining, taking into account the situations caused by economic expansion or recession, technological and structural changes and the special requirements of certain occupations, occupational categories or specific regions.
чл. 32. и 33.
уписна политика и конкурс за упис

односи се само на потребе Републике Србије и локалних самоуправа на њеној територији










Tenth principle
In the application of the general principles of the common vocational training policy, particular attention shall be given to the special problems concerning specific sectors of activity or specific categories of persons; special measures may be taken in this respect.
Measures taken with a view to attaining the objectives of the common vocational training policy may be jointly financed.
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